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Peg-leg heroes, colonial glamour and the dirtiest dancing on earth: Stanley 
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When I was 10, I worshipped Sir Francis Drake: buccaneer, explorer, scourge of the Spanish 
Armada — a man who could dance the pavane in a ruff and a codpiece without blushing. He 
seemed to have it all. 

In the taxi in Cartagena, on the way to The Greatest Spanish Fortress in the New World, I made the 
mistake of mentioning Sir Francis to the driver. We almost drove into a ditch. 

According to Pedro, El Draque was a man of dubious parentage whose true calling was something 
in the septic-tank line. 
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“I will show you a hero,” Pedro said. “I will show you Blas de 
Lezo. Drake wasn’t worthy to be his cabin boy.” The fortress, 
the 17th-century Castillo de San Felipe de Barajas, was the 
pride of the Spanish Main. It was said to be impregnable. It 
sits above the old walled city of Cartagena like a turtle shell, 
its slopes offering little to the cannon sights of approaching 
ships. Pedro was breathless about the cost — 254 tons of gold 
he kept repeating, swivelling in his seat to check that I was 
taking this in, as two children skipped out of danger a few 
yards ahead of us. 

I wandered through the labyrinth of tunnels that were its 
arteries. Their acoustics were such that defenders could pass 
messages for hundreds of yards in a whisper. I couldn’t help 
but wonder if the military architects had thought of the 

downside of this sensitive aural plan — that an afternoon’s cannon practice kept the night cleaners 
busy scraping the defenders’ eardrums off the walls. 

The city it defends, perched on Colombia’s Caribbean coast, is a treasure of Spanish colonial 
architecture — all pastel-coloured walls, overhanging balconies framed by bougainvillea, and 
colossal studded doors designed to keep out Englishmen with eye patches, wooden legs and West 
Country accents. Readers of Gabriel Garcia Marquez will already be familiar with Cartagena’s 
atmosphere — the crumbling colonial mansions, the impossibly beautiful women, the lives 
complicated by inappropriate passions, the family histories that make the Old Testament seem like 
a model of brevity. I was staying in a mansion that had stopped crumbling — a French film-maker 
and his Colombian wife have transformed La Passion into an elegant boutique hotel. There was a 
courtyard of palms and divans. Long balconies overlooked the street, allowing you to becomepart 
of the town gossip. The surprise was on the roof — a gorgeous swimming pool with a view of the 
cathedral. 

Gold had made Cartagena a city of mansions. The Spanish arrived on this coast in about 1500 and 
within months had decimated or enslaved most of the indigenous peoples. Not content with the 
living, the Spanish set about plundering the dead, ransacking the ancestral tombs for the exquisite 
gold pieces they contained. 

Vast fortunes were made overnight: Cartagena became the storehouse for shiploads of gold 
dispatched to Spain, and a honeypot for English privateers. Prominent among the invaders was Sir 
Francis, who sacked the town in 1586. 

In our day, Drake’s assault on Cartagena would have landed him in the Hague, with a pair of 
headphones and a bench of international judges. 

He spent weeks raping and pillaging in Cartagena before the pulverised population managed to 
scrape together 107,000 ducats — estimated at the equivalent today of £130m — to get him to go 
away. 

Abandoning his taxi in the middle lane of the Avenue Arevalo, Pedro leapt out to show me what a 
real swash-buckling hero looked like. Blas de Lezo’s statue stands in front of the Castillo. A titan 
figure wielding a cutlass, Blas had a number of nicknames, Pedro explained, including Patapalo or 
Peg-leg and Mediohombre or Half-man. Blas had a careless way with body parts. He lost his left leg 
to an English cannonball in the War of the Spanish Succession. At the Defence of Toulon it was the 
turn of his left eye. At the Siege of Barcelona in 1714, he sacrificed his right arm. 

1741 found him in Cartagena at the head of the city’s defence as 186 English ships appeared over 
the horizon. Enabled by the great fortress, Blas managed to hold off 25,000 English attackers with 
only 2,500 poorly trained, though obviously very deaf, soldiers. It was the end ofthe English threat 
to the Spanish Main, as well as the end of Blas’s dancing career. He lost his remaining leg in the 
battle. He died the following year before anything else went missing. 
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The following day, a few steps from Cartagena’s cathedral (begun 100 years before St Paul’s in 
London), I came upon the Spanish Inquisition. Outside the Palace of the Inquisition, in the 
fountained Plaza de Bolivar, itinerant head masseurs, shoeshine merchants and portrait 
photographers made for a happy scene. Inside, the city’s dark secrets were revealed. The 
prosecution’s opening question rather set the tone — “When did you become a witch?” 

Arrayed around a ground-floor room were persuasive arguments for telling the prosecutors 
whatever they wanted to hear. There was the Mesa de Torturas or the rack, El Aplosta Cabeza, a 
head vice to squeeze your brains slowly out through your ears, and a dastardly collar-and-knife 
arrangement that meant when you finally nodded off, your throat was slit from ear to ear. Upstairs, 
the museum moved on to more pleasant matters, such as the arrival of the Europeans and the fatal 
demise of indigenous culture. An introductory panel, trying to capture the essence of Colombians, 
describes them as a people who are “happy because happiness is the most natural way for us... and 
what best identifies us from other people on the face of the earth”. 

If Colombians seem to be grinning a lot, it may be the dancing. Colombian dancing would make a 
corpse happy. If you thought, down at the Thursday-evening dance classes, that salsa was good 
clean fun, you need to think again. No place in the world gives such force to the description of 
dancing as a vertical expression of a horizontal desire. It is no coincidence that there are as many 
Colombian dance forms as there arepositions in the Kama Sutra. 

There is the mapale, a frenzied affair intended to represent erotic courtship. There is the hip-
grinding champeta, which has a sub-form known as la camita, or the bed. Most famous is the 
perreando or perreo, doggy-style, which does exactly what it says on the tin. When the woman, 
bent almost double, backs up against a man’s groin, the idea is that nothing should be left to the 
imagination. Variations of these dances have gone round the world, of course, but in Colombia they 
sizzle. 

In Donde Fidel, a tiny bar in the Plaza de los Coches, the salsa music was loud enough to keep 
people awake in Peru. The barmaid, 3ft from the speakers, was the world’s greatest lip-reader. I felt 
sure I could feel my bone marrow melting. Like many erotic encounters, the dancing had a 
seductively gentle start. Three or four couples were doing a quickstep in the small space between 
the tables and the bar stools. Two women turned up from nowhere, and before I could say “shiver 
my timbers”, they had pulled me off my stool. One thing led to another and in no time they were 
taking turns to bend over and grind their buttocks into my groin. It was enough to give any pirate a 
wooden leg. I am not sure how Sir Francis would have coped. But the codpiece would have come in 
handy. 

Stanley Stewart travelled as a guest of The Ultimate Travel Company 

 

Getting there 
There are no direct flights between the UK and Ireland and Cartagena. However, there are 
connections from Heathrow with Iberia (0870 609 0500, iberia.com) via Madrid and Bogota; from 
about £800. 

Where to stay 
La Passion (00 575-664 8605, lapassionhotel.com) is a magnificently renovated colonial building, 
though the staff are straight out of Fawlty Towers; doubles from £182. The best hotel in town is the 
Santa Clara Sofitel (hotelsantaclara.com), a former 17th-century monastery; doubles from about 
£230. Better value is the highly recommended Casa La Fe (casalafe.com), from £100. 

Where to eat 
La Vitrola (664 8243; mains from £14), beneath the walls in the Plaza de la Artilleria, is one of the 
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Cartagena sits on Colombia’s seductive Caribbean coast (Luis Robayo) 

best restaurants in Colombia. Il Bistro, in Calle de Ayos, is a great cafe with home-baked bread and 
simple food; mains from £4. 

Tour operators 
The Ultimate Travel Company (020 7386 4646, theultimatetravelcompany.co.uk) can arrange 
eight days in Colombia, combining Cartagena with the islands of the Caribbean coast. A five-night 
stay at La Passion, before sailing to Rosario Island to spend three days on the beach at the Hotel 
San Pedro de Majagua, costs from £2,440pp, including flights from Heathrow and private 
transfers. 

Or try Original Travel (020 7978 7333, originaltravel.co.uk), World Odyssey (01905 731373, world-
odyssey.com) or Last Frontiers (01296 653000, lastfrontiers.com). 

Safety 
Cartagena and the surrounding Caribbean coast were never considered an area of risk during 
Colombia’s period of civil unrest. In those areas of the country that were affected, the situation has 
improved tremendously in recent years. 

 

All 
that, 
and 

great beaches too 

Old Cartagena echoes the magic realism of Gabriel Garcia Marquez, with outlandish characters and 
unexpected juxtapositions — and one of the most surprising of those juxtapositions is between the 
city and the sea. Cartagena sits on Colombia’s seductive Caribbean coast. Just 20 minutes from the 
elegant 17th-century courtyards, so reminiscent of women with lace shawls and black gowns, are 
21st-century sunbathers in minimalist bathing costumes, necking margaritas at beachfront cafes. 

The modern seafront suburb of Bocagrande is akin to Rio’s Copacabana — a long stretch of pristine 
sand and tanned limbs backed by some of Colombia’s most expensive real estate. But the real 
beach treats lie offshore, in the Archipelago Nuestra Señora del Rosario, a scattering of coral 
islands that are now a national park protecting a bewildering diversity of marine life. 
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Tour boats (about £15) set off from the tourist office in Avenue Blas de Lezo, taking visitors on day 
trips round different islands and beaches. 

If you want to stay a couple of days, try the pampering Hotel San Pedro de Majagua 
(hotelmajagua.com/en; doubles from £170). It has plenty of hammocks and cushioned divans 
where you can chill out with views of the Caribbean at its benign bluest, plus excellent diving, 
canoeing and hikes into the teeming forests of the interior. 
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